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Gold & Silver IRA
Precious Metals to Help Diversify Your
Retirement in Today’s Volatile Economy

3 Easy Steps to
Diversify Your
Savings

Purchase Gold & Silver from
Augusta for Your IRA
Gain Peace of Mind about Your Future
Our nation experienced significant periods of economic distress during
the 1970s, the 2008 financial crisis, and the global pandemic. Inflation,
political turmoil and other economic stressors have a bad habit of
causing the U.S. dollar to lose buying power. And when that happens, it
affects the value of your lifetime of retirement saving.

Create Your New IRA
with Augusta’s preferred
self-directed IRA
custodian
.

Fortunately, there is something you can do. Many Americans have
achieved peace of mind by diversifying with gold and silver. And through
historical periods of economic volatility, many retirement savers have
seen gold and silver prices increase.*

Act TODAY to Diversify Your Savings
Physical gold and silver offer intrinsic value and have the potential to
provide effective diversification. That’s the secret. You worked hard to
build your nest egg — should you keep it all in one basket?

Fund Your Account
with dollars from your
existing retirement
account

An IRA containing physical gold and silver from Augusta makes it easy to
receive the tax benefits of an IRA with coins or bars stored outside the
banking system in a highly secure, non-government depository.

Get greater control over your retirement
savings TODAY!

800-700-1008

Buy Gold or Silver
you choose and order
from Augusta’s order
desk

* Past performance does not
guarantee future results.
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Product Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical gold and silver coins in a self-directed IRA
Increasingly used by Americans to hedge against inflation
Time-tested resources that have never been worth zero
Unique, often-effective diversification
Stored in your choice of highly secure depositories
Access to knowledgeable precious metals agents
Streamlined, transparent gold IRA service
Free, fast shipping and transit insurance

Investment Profile:
Gold & Silver from Augusta* for your IRA
Asset description

Account type

Funding
Min/max investment

Physical gold and silver coins; we show you what’s available and you
decide what to buy; IRA-eligible coins include American Gold Eagles
and American Silver Eagles (1 oz, 1/2 oz, 1/4 oz and 1/10 oz), as well as
certain coins minted by other nations
Self-directed IRA with tax-deferred or tax-free (Roth IRA) benefits; the
same rules apply as with all IRA accounts
Pay for your precious metals directly from an IRA account
$50,000 minimum, no maximum limit

Storage requirements

Store IRA-eligible coins in one of several highly secure, insured, nongovernment depositories you choose

Accessibility/liquidity

Make arrangements with specialized custodian to retrieve assets; early
withdrawal could result in additional taxes and penalties

Custodian costs

Please refer to fee sheet for a complete breakdown of custodial and
depository fees

* For more information about purchasing gold and silver from Augusta for your IRA, call us at 800-700-1008.

Simple, Straightforward Process
Your future is important — we want to help you put potentially inflation-hedging
silver and gold assets in place as soon as you’re ready. Your personally assigned
Augusta customer success agent will set up an appointment with our education
team, so you can learn about the economy and precious metals. Then our IRA
processing team will walk you through the process, doing 95% of the legwork with
you. Finally, you’ll work with our order desk to see available products, choose
what you want to buy, and confirm your purchase through our confirmation
department. You are always 100% in control.
Augusta is proud of the hundreds of five-star reviews we’ve
received from customers. We also have a BBB A+ rating and AAA
rating from the Business Consumer Alliance.
Let Augusta help you achieve the peace of mind you deserve!
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A Great Gold IRA
Experience*
“The person who helped me at
Augusta Precious Metals was
very helpful and patient with
me. I had a lot of questions
because I’d never set up a gold
IRA before. A few weeks later
I got a call back to make sure
everything arrived. I had a great
experience and I would use
them again in the future.”
– A. Langer

Diversify Your Savings with Gold
& Silver From Augusta in an IRA
We are standing by to help you gain
peace of mind.
We believe every American deserves the feeling of confidence
that comes with adding physical gold and silver to retirement
savings. These trusted alternative assets have the potential to
offset economic pressures that often devalue the dollar and
shrink the buying power of your retirement accounts. This
means precious metals provide a higher level of control over
your own money. They’re also exciting to own and a satisfying
legacy for loved ones.

Harness this diversifying power for your savings today!
Call now to speak with a personal Augusta customer
success agent.

Refreshing Experience
“I was blown away by how much
the Augusta rep knows about the
gold and silver markets and how
metals work. And another thing:
they are not pushy. They believe
in letting people make their own
decisions.”
– Ben V.

Delivered as Promised

800-700-1008
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES: Any representations made by Augusta are Augusta’s opinions
and not representations of past or existing fact and are not to be relied on by anyone for any
purpose. Seek your own legal, tax, investment, and financial advice before opening an account
with Augusta. Augusta’s representations may contain inadvertent errors. Augusta is neither
licensed nor qualified nor does it offer legal, tax, investment, or financial advice. You should
not base any purchasing decisions on any representation Augusta may make. All decisions
regarding the purchase or sale of precious metals, including the decision of which precious
metals to purchase or sell, are your decisions alone. Augusta cannot guarantee, and makes no
representation, that any metals purchased by a customer will appreciate at all or appreciate
sufficiently to make a profit, and there is no certainty that any metals can be sold for a profit.
The future value of the precious metals you purchase cannot be predicted. You could lose
money. Don’t purchase Augusta products with money you can’t afford to lose or have tied up
for several years. Prices may rise and fall over time or rapidly. Past performance of any precious
metal does not guarantee future results. Premium coins are sold for more than the value of
the spot price of the precious metal they contain. The value assigned to Premium coins at any
given time may vary from retailer to retailer and Augusta cannot guarantee another retailer will
value a Premium coin at the same rate as Augusta would in any given circumstance. Augusta
cannot guarantee buy-back of any item it sells and cannot guarantee another retailer will
purchase a premium coin. Augusta’s sale prices and potential buyback prices are determined
and controlled by Augusta in its sole discretion. Any purchase of precious metals from Augusta
is speculative and unregulated. For more information, call Augusta Precious Metals at 800-7001008.
*Past customers received silver coins as a thank-you for reviews.

“APM delivered as promised.
The guidance and transaction
went seamlessly and effortlessly.
I would definitely recommend
APM to others.”
– David A.
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